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Provenance
Musselman Library acquired these materials from Jacob M. Yingling’s donations.

Biography
Jacob Matthias Yingling was born to Jacob C. Yingling and Emma B. Grimes on September 30, 1930 in Aspers, Pennsylvania and grew up in Gettysburg, approximately ten miles away.

Despite the financial strain of the times, Yingling resolved to attend college and to pursue a career. Although he lived in poverty during his young adult years, he saved money from a number of small jobs at which he worked—including a paper route on which he sold stamps and war bonds—and started at East Stroudsburg University in 1948. After his freshman year, however, Yingling decided that he would transfer to Gettysburg College and enroll as a history major.

Upon graduation from Gettysburg, Yingling landed a teaching job in Manchester, Maryland. While there, he made a number of personal contacts that (1) inspired him to become a textbook salesman and (2) run for political office in the Maryland State Legislature.

During a span from 1963-1972, Yingling served in the Maryland House of Delegates. As a representative, he proposed a number of laws, including those to help impaired witnesses testify in court; provide tax relief to farmers; and improve the state’s educational system. After serving in this capacity, Yingling was appointed Assistant Secretary for the Department of Economic and Community Development in the State of Maryland.

With this new position, Yingling soon faced new tasks and new challenges. He was responsible for Business and Industrial Development, the Office of Minority Business Enterprise, as well as Tourist Development under this agency. As Yingling remarks in his autobiography, *A Man From the Palatinate: An Autobiography by Jacob Matthias Yingling*, “In all . . . of these roles, I found my experience with banks, my education as a history major, and my employment in industry to be invaluable” (page 140). In 1976 this experience prepared Yingling to represent the State of Maryland on a trade mission to the
Middle East. There, he met with business leaders from Syria, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Iran to promote better commerce between the State of Maryland and these nations.

During both his political career and later years, Yingling was a dedicated public servant. Among his many civic endeavors, Yingling served on the Boards of Trustees for the Maryland School for the Deaf as well as St. Joseph’s Hospital in Towson. In addition, he became an avid supporter of Carroll County Community College and participated in its Cultural Advisory Committee. Aside from his work as politician, state employee, board member, and investor in a number of banking firms, Yingling presided over the Carroll County Historical Society from 1994 to 1995. Among a plethora of awards presented to Yingling throughout his career, Gettysburg College honored him with a “Distinguished Alumni Award” in 2000.

Series Description
The collection consists of eleven series: Series I: Genealogy; Series II: Gettysburg College; Series III: Maryland House of Delegates; Series IV: Maryland Department of Economic and Community Development; Series V: Private Sector; Series VI: Civic and Community Organizations; Series VII: Fraternal Organizations; Series VIII: Carroll County Historical Society; Series IX: Personal; Series X: Miscellaneous Publications; Series XI: Oversize Materials.

Scope and Content
The Papers of Jacob M. Yingling, Class of 1952, consist of 23 boxes of processed material, two portraits, one photograph, and a four-volume, bound set of the Maryland Magazine. The collection encompasses 7.80 cubic feet (11.69 linear feet) and is composed of eleven series arranged somewhat chronologically. For example, series II on Gettysburg College (1949-1952) precedes series III, which documents Yingling’s service in the Maryland House of Delegates (1962-1972). Since some of his life activities may coincide with others—Jake served on the Board of Directors of the Maryland School of the Deaf during his appointment as Assistant Secretary to the Department of Economic and Community Development, for instance—it was impossible to construct a pure chronology.

Researchers should note that the collection is rich in local history, particularly Gettysburg College and Adams County, Pennsylvania history, as well as the history of Carroll County, Maryland. Series I, II, and VIII especially reflect this trend. In series I: Genealogy, for example, one not only traces Yingling’s family history, but gains valuable insight into Carroll County history as well.

Series I--Genealogy

Yingling’s thorough research into his family’s past comprises the first part of the manuscript collection. This series is arranged from the general to the specific: publications, research notes, correspondence to him, and genealogical data on the Yingling family make up the first part of this series. In each file, materials have been arranged in chronological order as best as possible.
Additionally, one will find subject files relating to Yingling’s ancestors—reaching back to Christian Yingling, who emigrated from Germany and died in 1758—arranged according to the male line. Although much of the material is photocopied because it stems from his archival research, these files are rich in content. They contain baptism, confirmation, marriage, inheritance, death, and land records from the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, as well as a number of original and scanned photographs of Yingling’s ancestors. Some of these records, including pension forms, are related to the military, as his ancestors fought in the War of 1812, the American Revolution, and the French and Indian War. In addition to the primary source material, text from Claude Rahn’s history on the Yingling family supplements the series’ content very well.

*Series I* contains five sub-series: Non-Blood Relatives; Related Families; Publications on the Schriver Family; the Redding-Rosensteel Families; and Records of Saint Joseph Church in Taneytown, Maryland. Since Yingling’s love of history inspired him to document the history of non-blood relatives and related families, the series needed smaller groupings to arrange all related records. In comparison to the direct ancestry section of *series I*, these sub-series contain wills, land records, obituaries, miscellaneous letters, business receipts, inventories, and original and scanned photographs. Like all of the material in *series I* and the collection in general, there are both original and photocopied documents in these sub-series.

Furthermore, there is an abundance of local history in the sub-series. Since the Schriver, Weikert, and Redding-Rosensteel families originated in the Gettysburg area, one can trace the evolution of the community throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The Schriver Family, for instance, owned a home in Gettysburg that witnessed the battle, while George Schriver fought in the Union army. In addition to the pension claims filed by Schriver’s children in the late nineteenth century, one finds an interesting array of material on the house itself, its role in the battle, and its inhabitants. *Series I: Sub-Series C* contains four plays written by local author Marcus Steinour about the experience of the Schrivers and other local figures during the Battle of Gettysburg. There are two book drafts about the Schriver House that the researcher will find fascinating as well.

Many of the sources that document the Weikert Family are comparable to the types included with the Schriver Family subject files—scanned and original photographs, wills, marriage and death certificates, and miscellaneous documents. Also, original postcards addressed to Mary (“Mamie”) Weikert and war ration books from the Second World War are unique sources in this sub-series.

The information on the Redding and Rosensteel families, however, dominates the latter part of this series and is located in *Series I: sub-series D*. Researchers will discover original materials—correspondence, pension certificates, contracts, and many indentures, especially between Margaret Rosensteel and other parties. In addition, sub-series D provides a glimpse into schooling in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Jake has included the fifth and sixth grade assignments and notes of Jennie Redding. These documents stem from the early 1900s and highlight arithmetic, grammar, and composition. Later in the sub-series the researcher will find two handwritten notebooks that belonged to Ave Maria Rosensteel, albeit thirty years later.

Box five of the collection includes an Adams County record book, which includes court records from the late 1800s as well as autographs of visitors to Little Round Top on the Gettysburg battlefield.

Sub-Series E, which contains transcribed and photocopied, original baptism, confirmation, marriage, and death records of St. Joseph Church in Taneytown, Maryland, is the final part of the genealogy series. These materials have been included in the collection because some of Yingling’s ancestors, including Jacob Yingling (1815-1892), were baptized, confirmed, married, or buried there.

**Series II--Gettysburg College**

This series features Yingling’s Gettysburg College years. First, there is a fascinating array of personal documents that were originally bound together; however, they were removed and conserved during processing. Moreover, these items have been retained in their original sequence. They range from his acceptance letter in April 1949 to college publications—the *G Book* and the *Gettysburg College Bulletin*, both of which were removed to the College Archives.

A neat part of this series features Yingling’s work as a history major. He kept three examinations from classes in United States history, Historical Method, and “Practical Exercises in History.” These exams, along with a document entitled “Instructions and Suggestions for the Preparation of History Papers,” 7pp. (original), provide a glimpse into the life of a history student at Gettysburg College in the early 1950s. Aside from these materials that concentrate on history, one also perceives the nature of physics coursework at Gettysburg College in 1950, as he enrolled in Physics I during the spring semester of that year. Examinations and a notebook from this course are included in the series.

Since Yingling was a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, a sub-series is devoted to his ATO records. For the most part, the fraternity’s publications—*The Manual of Alpha Tau Omega* and *The Palm of ATO*—comprise this sub-series. However, the collection includes correspondence, ranging from January 1968 to May 1970, between Jake and other alumni Alpha Tau Omegas. Much of this correspondence discusses the state of affairs at Gettysburg College’s ATO chapter.

**Series III--Maryland House of Delegates**

Materials that document Yingling’s career in the Maryland legislature are included in this series of records. The researcher will find bills and resolutions that he proposed before
the House of Delegates from 1963 to 1978. Some are original, while others are copies. Additionally, a press scrapbook, covering Yingling’s years as both a delegate and Assistant Secretary to the Department of Economic and Community Development (1963-1978), resides in this series. This source is an outstanding collection of letters written to Yingling, newspaper articles about his work in the legislature, and miscellaneous photographs. The scrapbook has undergone conservation work and is not bound. These subject files consist of scanned items.

The second part of this series consists of miscellaneous records, publications, and the *Synopsis of Laws Enacted by the State of Maryland*—three volumes ranging from 1964 to 1972.

**NOTE:** The scanned personal and professional papers that comprise this scrapbook are also available on a compact disc, located in Box 20, Folder 4.

**Series IV—Maryland Department of Economic and Community Development**

Some of the most interesting materials in series IV are the reports that address various business projects in the Middle East (folder 10-8) and the Five Year Development Plan for Saudi Arabia (folder 10-7). Furthermore, a subject file filled with correspondence between Yingling and his family, as well as between Yingling and Arab business leaders, is worthy of mention.

In addition to these records, the series features memorandums from Yingling to other trade commission members, as well as handwritten notes that describe proper etiquette in the Middle Eastern countries. A group of photographs depicting Jake and other Arab and American trade delegation members is a great source that provides visual context to the Middle East trip.

**NOTE:** For letters, photographs, and newspaper articles about Yingling’s position as Assistant Secretary to the Department of Economic and Community Development and the Middle East trade mission, see Box 8, Folder 7.

**NOTE:** For the two reels of film that document the Middle East trade mission—produced in both Arabic and English—see Box 23 (oversize).

**Series V--Private Sector**

This series of records is divided into two sub-series: Banking and Trust Companies and Publications. The researcher should note that the collection documents these firms, arranged in alphabetical order, generally from the late 1960s to the late 1990s. Types of records in this sub-series include annual reports, notices of annual meetings of shareholders, correspondence, reports of conditions, photocopied newspaper clippings, and various agreements between merging firms. The bulk of sub-series A involves
Taneytown Bank and Trust, the Union National Bank of Westminster, and the Westminster Bank and Trust company.

**Series VI—Civic and Community Organizations**

Series VI documents Yingling’s community involvement in the Maryland School for the Deaf, Saint Joseph’s Hospital, and the Kiwanis Club. In general, this series contains newspaper articles, correspondence between Yingling and these agencies, as well as various reports that discuss fiscal and administrative matters. There are some publications incorporated into this series—“Deafness . . . Its Educational and Cultural Implications” and *The Maryland Bulletin*, a magazine that discusses the activities at the Maryland School for the Deaf. In sub-series C: Kiwanis Club, one will discover a unique scrapbook prepared by Yingling and conserved for the collection. It contains some original photographs and various newspaper clippings (photocopies) that document Yingling’s service to the Kiwanis Club in Maryland.

**Series VII--Fraternal Organizations**

Aside from Yingling’s Alpha Tau Omega records, the fraternal organizations of which he was a member—the Sons of the American Revolution and the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War—are documented in this series. The researcher will examine original and photocopied materials in this part of the collection, including Yingling’s applications for membership in both societies. Since he had to trace his ancestry in order to join both groups, one should consult records in the genealogy series (series I of the collection) as well. In addition to the applications, the series also contains some correspondence and newspaper articles. One will find publications, including *The SAR Magazine* and *The Bugle Call!* in this series as well. He or she should consult the covers to these publications to find out the page(s) that discuss Yingling.

**Series VIII--Carroll County Historical Society**

The material in this section of the collection consists of board minutes; directories; the *Carroll County Historical Journal*, a publication that discusses the current affairs of the historical society; as well as miscellaneous correspondence and newspaper clippings. Photocopied and original sources comprise this series. Additionally, Yingling has included original photographs and programs from the 1994 and 1995 historical society galas. One should note that Yingling served as President of the Carroll County Historical Society during these two years.

Furthermore, the researcher should examine this series for miscellaneous local history. For example, one will find two publications about Carroll County, as well as records on historic sites in Taneytown, Maryland in this series of the collection.

**Series IX--Personal**
A number of miscellaneous records and a personal scrapbook highlight this series. In the collection one will discover letters, certificates, newspaper articles, photographs, and other personal documents that Yingling saved. This series provides a home for these items—both original and photocopied—that did not explicitly fit into the other series. One should note that the original order in Yingling’s personal scrapbook (box 20, folders 1 & 2) has been preserved, even though many of the documents are applicable to other parts of the collection.

In addition to these materials, this personal series contains a compact disc of Yingling’s scanned personal and professional papers. One can also access these records in the press scrapbook (box 8, folders 6 & 7). An original, typed draft of *The Life History of Jacob Yingling* resides in box 20 of this series. This manuscript probably served as the basis for Yingling’s autobiography entitled *A Man From the Palatinate*.

In series IX the researcher will also find a plethora of campaign materials that feature politicians at both the national and local levels, as well as a sub-series dedicated to Yingling’s friend Hans Degelow. This sub-series contains a number of interesting letters written by Degelow. In addition, one will come across three photographs of Adolf Hitler and an original manuscript that Degelow wrote about his experiences in the Second World War.

*Series X--Miscellaneous Publications*

A number of publications had no obvious place in the other series of the collection; therefore, they have been placed towards the end of the collection. The publications on Catholicism have particular value to this series and indicate how the Church educated young men and women throughout the early part of the twentieth century.

*Series XI--Oversize Materials*

This series contains materials that could not fit comfortably into standard manuscript boxes. See the inventory for the specific records of this series.

*Additional Reference:*

In addition to this manuscript collection, the researcher should consult Yingling’s autobiography, *A Man From the Palatinate: An Autobiography by Jacob Matthias Yingling* (CS71.J562 2000), located in Special Collections-Gettysburgiana.

**Box 1**

*Series I--Genealogy*

*Box-Folder*

Inventory, 37pp.
1-1 Jacob Yingling’s Research Notes

Chart of male ancestors, handwritten, 1p. (copy)
Genealogical notes, handwritten, 29 pp. (originals)
Chart of Conversions, 1p. (copy)
Map reference chart, 5pp. (original)
Map of Carroll County, Maryland-1967, 1p. (copy)
Receipts, 9pp. (copies)

1-2 General Historical Materials (1 of 3 folders)

Yingling Coat of Arms, typed, 1p. (original)
“A Yingling Lineage” chart, 1p. (copy)
“Historical Data Relating to the Yinglings,” typed document, 6pp. (copy)
“The Ynglinga Saga or The Story of the Yngling Family from Odin to Halfdan the Black,” including an attached introduction, 66pp. (copy)

1-3 General Historical Materials (2 of 3 folders)


1-4 General Historical Materials (3 of 3 folders)

Data from C. Rahn-12/55, 2pp. written notes and 4pp. autographed document (original)

1-5 Correspondence to Jacob Yingling Re: Genealogy-12/21/55-2/5/97, arranged by date written, typed & autographed letter signed (originals)

1-6 Jacob C. Yingling, father (1900-1973)

Baptismal Certificate, J. Yingling-10/14/00, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Birth Certificate of Emma B. Grimes-12/14/09, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy) and mother’s obituary newspaper clip-no date, 1p. (copy)
Baptismal Certificate, E. Grimes-12/14/09, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Marriage Certificate, J. Yingling and E. Grimes-4/24/26, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
3 newspaper article clippings from The Evening Sun re: death of Jacob Yingling and photograph of his grave-2/19/73, 1p. (copies)
Certification of Death, J. Yingling-2/21/73, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)
10 checks for funeral expenses-various dates (originals)

1-7 Matthew M. Yingling, grandfather (1870-1939)

Baptismal Certificate, Matthew M. Yingling-2/15/35, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy) with mother’s obituary from Gettysburg Times-1949 (copy)
Application for Marriage, Matthew Yingling and Lillie M. Weikert-10/16/1894, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of M. Yingling and L. Weikert-12/14/09, 1p., copy of photo with original signature
Photograph of exhibit-no date, 1p. (copy)
Photographs of graves, L. (Weikert) Yingling and M. Yingling-no date, 1p. (copy)
Funeral expenses form, H.B. Bender & Sons-8/23/39, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Funeral expenses form-no date, autographed document, 1p. (copy)

1-8 Jacob Yingling, great-grandfather (1815-1892) (1 of 2 folders)

2 original photographs and 1 scanned photograph of Jacob Yingling-no dates, 3 items
“Jacob Yingling,” from Rahn genealogical history of Yingling family, 3pp. (copy)
Confirmation Record of J. Yingling, St. Joseph’s Church in Taneytown, Maryland-1835, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
“First and Final Account of John Yingling, Administrator of Samuel Yingling”-1/16/1854, autographed document signed, 4pp. (copy)
*Samuel and Jacob were twin brothers. (see note on document)
Marriage record, J. Yingling and first wife Magdalena Fock-10/18/1838[?], autographed document, 1p. (copy) with handwritten note attached, 1p. (original)
Baptismal records, children of Jacob and Magdalena Yingling-1839-1846, autographed document, 5pp. (copies)
Marriage record, J. Yingling and second wife Sarah Wachter-10/21/1856, autographed document, 1p. (copy) with handwritten note attached, 1p. (original)
2 scanned photographs of J. Yingling, wife (no information provided), and children, 1p. (copies)
Baptismal records, children of Jacob Yingling and Sarah-1858-1859, autographed document, 4pp. (copies)
Land deeds-1875-1877, autographed document signed, 5pp., including 2 maps of Mechanicstown, Maryland (copies)
Land records (beginning with No. 286)-1893-1909, autographed document, 5pp. (copies)
Deed by John Wood, Carroll County, Maryland Trustee-8/16/1965, typed document signed, 2pp. (copy)
Public Sale notice-9/12/1892, newspaper clipping and handwritten, signed text, 1p. (copy)

1-9 Jacob Yingling, great-grandfather (1815-1892) (2 of 2 folders)
Mortgage records, J. Yingling and Sarah Yingling-1892, autographed document signed, 17pp. (copies)
19th Century death records, Carroll County-typed document, 3pp. (copies)
*Index of Carroll County Names (1862-1867)*, 2pp.
The Spirit of the Democracy in ’56-1857, 9pp. (copy)
Photographs of graves, Sarah and Jacob Yingling-no date, 1p. (copy)
125th Anniversary Program, Our Lady of Mount Carmel Church in Thurmont, Maryland (1856-1981), 24pp.
*Jacob Yingling is buried there. (see note on document)*

1-10 Brothers of Jacob Yingling

“Jeremiah Yingling” and “Sylvester Yingling,” from Rahn genealogical history, 1p. (copy) with attached notes, handwritten, 1p. (original)
Transcribed obituary from the *Democratic Advocate* on Sylvester Yingling’s death-7/30/1898, 1p. (copy)
Marriage record, Sylvester Yingling-1842[?], autographed document, 1p. (copy)
Confirmation record: Samuel, Ezechiel, and Jeremiah Yingling-no date, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
St. John’s Catholic Cemetery, grave location information, Jeremiah and Sylvester Yingling, typed, 1p. (copy)
“Hezekiah Yingling,” from Rahn genealogical history, 1p. (copy)
Baptismal record, Ezechial Yingling-1817, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
American Sentinel article on deaths of Hezekiah and Jesse Yingling-9/25/1897, 3pp. (copy)
“John Yingling IV,” from Rahn history, 1p. (copy)
Hand sketch of St. John’s Catholic Cemetery, Westminster, Maryland and grave locations, 1p. (copy)

1-11 John Yingling III, Veteran of the War of 1812 (1785-1880)

Notes, handwritten, 1p. (copy)
“John Yingling III,” from Rahn’s history, 5pp. (copy)
“Frederick County Militia in the War of 1812,” by Sallie Mallick and F. Wright, 13pp. (copy)
“Maryland Militia in the War of 1812: Volume II,” by F. Wright, 4pp. (copy)
Confirmation record, J. Yingling III-9/27/1818, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
Death record, wife of J. Yingling III-no date, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
Election rolls for Dorchester and Frederick Counties-1820, 1830, 1840, autographed document, 11pp. (copies)
Discharge record, J. Yingling III-3/17/1855, autographed document signed, 3pp. (copy)
Company Muster/Pay Rolls-1814, autographed signed document, 1p. (copy)
Pension forms (Claim and Rejection notices)-3/20/1887, autographed signed document, 8pp. (copies)
Grave of J. Yingling III, St. John’s Cemetery, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of grave, St. John’s Cemetery, 1p. (copy)

1-12 John Yingling, Jr., Veteran of the Revolutionary War (1750-1836)

Notes, handwritten, 1p. (copy)
“John Yingling, Jr.,” from Rahn history, 3pp. (copy)
Land information, “Bond’s Meadow,” 1p. (copy)
“Journal of the Committee of Observation of the Middle District of Frederick County, Maryland: September 12, 1775-October 24, 1776,” in Maryland Historical Magazine, June 1916, 20pp. (copy)
Notes, John Yingling Jr.’s property, handwritten, 2pp. (originals)
Land records—early 1800s, autographed document, 5pp. (copies)
Will of John Yingling, Jr., 4/28/1836, autographed document signed, 3pp. (copy)
“Tombstone Inscriptions from St. Mary’s Cemetery”—1987, typed, 4pp. (copy)
Photograph of grave, 1p. (copy)

Box 2

Series I--Genealogy

2-1 John Yingling, Veteran of the French and Indian War (1719-1774) (1 of 2 folders)

“John Yingling,” from Rahn history, 4pp. (copy) with handwritten notes, 1p. (original)
Land information, “James Fancy,” typed, 3pp. (copy)
“Fayers Delight,” property of J. Yingling, typed, 1p. (copy)
“Dairy,” property of J. Yingling, typed, 1p. (copy)
Notes on John Yingling’s property, handwritten, 4pp. (original)
Land information, “Part of High Germany,” typed, 1p. (copy)
“Bonds Meadow,” property information, typed, 2pp. (copy)
4 property Maps (1 hand sketched), Westminster, Maryland area (copies)
Land records: 1758, 1769, 1771[?], 1792, 1796, 1803, 1839, autographed document signed, 17pp. (copies)

2-2 John Yingling, Veteran of the French and Indian War (2 of 2 folders)

Accounts of John Yingling and wife-1803, autographed document signed, 4pp. (copies)
Will of J. Yingling-1774, autographed document signed, 2pp.(copy) and 2pp., typed transcription of will
Rahn genealogical information re: will and children, 2pp. (copy)
Individual Record of John Yingling and family, printed internet record, 4pp.

2-3 Christian Yingling, Emigrated from the Palatinate in Germany (?-1758)
“Christian Yingling,” from Rahn’s history, 6pp. (copy)
Brief history of the Palatinates, printed internet record, 4pp.

Sub-Series A--Non-Blood Relatives

2-4 Resolutions & Retirement Letters to Raymund T. Yingling (Legal Advisor, U.S. Government, no dates)-1967-1/5/68, arranged by date written (copies) (1 of 2 folders)

2-5 Resolutions & Retirement Letters to Raymund T. Yingling-1/10/68-2/23/88, arranged by date written (copies) (2 of 2 folders)

2-6 Mary E. Yingling (1910-1994)
   Obituary, 1p. (copy)
   Letter to Carroll County Historical Society-no date, autographed letter signed, 2pp. (copy)
   Letter to Carroll County Historical Society-2/1/94, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy)
   Will of Mary Yingling-2/15/94, typed document signed, 15pp. (copy)

2-7 Miscellaneous Records Related to Non-Blood Relatives (1 of 2 folders)

   Research notes, handwritten, 24pp. (1p. copy, 23pp. originals)
   “Checklist of Indexes at the Maryland State Archives,” 10pp.
   Will, John H. Yingling (1829-1873)-8/5/1873, autographed document signed, 2pp. (copy); Depositions of Mary E. Yingling, Caroline Everhart, Elias Yingling, and Mary A. Webster attached-8/5/1873, autographed document signed, 14pp. (copy)

2-8 Miscellaneous Records Related to Non-Blood Relatives (2 of 2 folders)

   Will, Mary A. Webster-1873, autographed document signed, 3 pages (copy)
   Will, Jeremiah Yingling (1852-1921)-1/17/22, typed document signed, 5pp. (copy)
   Will, Jacob Yingling (1796-1871)-4/26/1871, autographed document signed, 3pp. (copy)
   Miscellaneous Land records-1778, 1779, 1780, 1786, autographed document signed, 8pp. (copies)
   Writ, John Yingling-1816, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
   Reference guide to wills, typed document, 2pp. (copy)
   Article from the American Sentinel-1/26/1895 re: Wesley Yingling, 1p. (copy)
   Photographs, William L. Corbin and Florence V. Yingling, 2pp. (copies)
   Register, Earl and Joe Yingling, 1p. (copy)
   Article from Democratic Advocate-5/26/1883 re: Mandella Yingling, 1p. (copy)

2-9 Miscellaneous Newspaper Articles & Obituaries Related to Non-Blood Relatives-1/20/93-7/10/94, arranged by date (copies) (1 of 2 folders)
2-10 Miscellaneous Newspaper Articles & Obituaries Related to Non-Blood Relatives-7/30/94-6/20/98, arranged by date (copies)  (2 of 2 folders)

Sub-Series B--Related Families, arranged alphabetically

2-11 Bishop Family, Harriet C. Bishop and Joseph Grimes, grandparents


2-12 Eck Family

Reference chart of descent, 1p. (copy)
“Eck Families: A Compilation of Eck Families Primarily Listing Descendants of Jacob Egg/Eck and Anna Maria Kilcher,” compiled by Helen E. Arkey, 6 pp. typed (copy)
Will of Jacob Egg, 2pp. typed transcription

2-13 Koontz Family (Genevieve Koontz, wife of Jacob M. Yingling)

“Rosters of the 142nd: Company D,” printed internet text, 1p.
Online post from Emmitsburg Historical Society Bulletin Board re: Koontz family-9/19/01, 1p.

2-14 Leister Family

Notes, handwritten (2pp.) & 1p. typed (copies)
Map of Germany, 1p. (copy)
“The Mayflower Compact,” 1p. typed transcription
Genealogy charts, typed, 20pp. (copies)

Box 3

Series I--Genealogy

3-1 Schriver Family (1 of 2 folders)

“The Family History,” 3pp. (copy)
Petition of Mary M. Schriver-8/13/1878, autographed document signed, 5pp. (copy)
Inventory of Goods, Henrietta Schriver-4/8/1859, autographed document signed, 5pp. (copy)
Petition for restoration of pension-5/6/1901, autographed document signed, 3pp. (copy)
Petition of Henrietta Schriver-6/3/1865, autographed document signed, 20pp. (copy)

3-2 Schriver Family (2 of 2 folders)

“The Account of Henrietta Schriver”-4/1/1866, autographed document, 3pp. (copy)
Inventory of goods, George Schriver-9/28/1852, autographed document, 14pp. (copy)
Record of Jacob Hartzell-3/14/1838, autographed document, 3pp. (copy)
“Coles Cavalry in the Shenandoah Valley,” by C. Armour Newcomer-no date, 11pp. (copy)
Regimental history of Cole’s Brigade from the Compendium of the War of the Rebellion, 1p. (copy)
Newspaper article from The Adams Sentinel re: Captain George Schriver and Cole’s Cavalry-1/12/1864, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of Henrietta (Weikert) Schriver-no date, scanned image, 1p., with handwritten note, 1p. (original)
Photograph of George Schriver-no date, scanned image, 1p.
Photograph of daughters of George and Henrietta Schriver-no date, scanned image, 1p.
Marriage Certificate, Henrietta Schriver & Daniel Pittenturf-7/19/1866, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Pension Claim form, Sarah L. Schriver and Mary M. Schriver, children-9/20/1867, autographed document, 1p. (copy) with transcription attached, 1p. typed
Genealogy of Weikert, Pittenturf, Hollebaugh, and Collins families-no date, 5pp. typed

3-3 Schriver House, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania

Newspaper article from the Compiler re: Schriver House-8/23/1905, 2pp. (copy)
Newspaper article re: “Living history at Schriver House”-no date, 1p. (copy)
Schriver House, hand sketches, 2 pages (copy)
Notes, handwritten, 3pp. (copies)
Script, Schriver House Museum and Tour-6/25/1996, typed manuscript, 9pp. (copy)

3-4 Weikert Family

“Weickert” Coat of Arms, 1p. (copy)
“History of the Weikert Family from 1735-1930,” 2pp. (copy)
Letter from Charles H. Glatfelter, Adams County Historical Society re: marriage of David Weikert & Mary Rider-10/6/93, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy)
Certificate of Marriage, David Weikert and Mariam Rider-7/12/1870, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of David Weikert (1849-1920), 1p. (copy)
Photograph of Mary Rider (1848-1927), 1p. (copy)
Photographs of graves, David and Mary Weikert, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of Jacob Weikert and wife Sarah Ikes, 1p. (copy)
Family historical material, 3pp. (copy)
Photograph of Stone House, Home of Jacob and Sarah Weikert, 1p. (copy)
Information on the Weikert House, by W. Frassanito-1987, 2pp. (copy)
Will of J. Weikert-8/15/1878, autographed document signed, 6pp. (copy)
Church records, autographed document, 1p. (copy) and letter re: Jacob Weikert-10/6/93, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of graves, Jacob and Sarah Weikert, 1p. (copy)
Photograph of George and Maria (Spitler) Weikert, 1p. (copy)
Family historical material, 3pp. (copy)
Photograph of graves, George and Maria Weikert, 1p. (copy)
Family history re: other Weikerts, 8pp. (copy)

3-5 Postcards Addressed to Mary (“Mamie”) Weikert, Isaac Rife, and unaddressed -no dates, autographed document signed, 54 cards (originals)

3-6 Mary (“Mamie”) E. Weikert & Isaac Rife (Mary Weikert was a sister of Lillie M. Weikert, Jacob Yingling’s grandmother)

War Ration Books-1942, 1943, and no dates, signed document, 7 books (originals) with 2 articles re: proper use attached, 3pp. (copies)
2 typed letters from C.H. Musselman to Mr. I. Rife-12/22/28 & 12/31/29, 2pp. (original)

Sub-Series C--Publications on the Schriver Family & Gettysburg Civilians-1863

3-7 The Schriver House-book draft, typed manuscript, 90pp. (copy)
3-8 The Schriver House-edited book draft, typed manuscript, 91pp. (original)
3-9 Cannons at my Doorstep, by Marcus Steinour, typed manuscript, 35pp. (copy)

Box 4

Series I--Genealogy

4-1 A Love Divided, by Marcus Steinour & Virginia Stake, typed manuscript, 104pp. (copy)
4-2 I Love You, Virginia, by Marcus Steinour, typed manuscript, 31pp. (copy)
4-3 The Schriver Play, by Marcus Steinour, typed manuscript, 9pp. (copy)
4-4 Marcus Steinour, local author
Letters to “Jake” Yingling-1/6/97 & 2/19/98, and no date, typed letter signed, 5pp. (copies)
Article from Public Opinion re: Steinour-4/23/97, 1p. (copy)
Press Release for Tomorrow, When the Trains Go By, by Steinour, no date, typed document, 1p. (copy)
Article from the Weekender re: Steinour-3/6/97, 1p. (copy)
Advertisement, Laughter from the Porch, by Steinour, typed document, 1p. (copy)
Article, “‘Laughter’ Resounds from the Porch” in Public Opinion-no date, 1p. (copy)
Article re: I Love You, Virginia, play by Steinour-10/3/96, 1p. (copy)
Article re: Marcus Steinour from online The Gazette News-2/13/01, printed internet text, 3pp.
List of plays written by Steinour-9/12/01, email message, 3pp. (original)

Sub-Series D--Redding-Rosensteel Families

4-5 Joseph and Mary J. Yingling Redding-1846-1936 (1 of 3 folders)

  Photograph of Mary J. Redding, daughter Jennie Rosensteel, and granddaughter Ave Maria-no date (original)
  Genealogical notes on Mary J. Yingling Redding and Joseph Redding, autographed document, 2p. (1p. copy and 1p. original)
  Obituaries on the Redding family-no date, 5 newspaper clippings (copy)
  Agent’s Receipt received by Joseph Redding-11/27/03, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)
  Pension Certificate, Joseph Redding-5/11/12, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
  Typed letter from Commissioner (pension office) to Hon. A.R. Brodbeck-8/14/17, 1p. (original)
  Discharge Certificate re: Joseph Redding-4/2/04, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)
  Notes, Office of Attorney J. Williams re: Joseph Redding-1901, autographed document, 1p. (original)
  Contract between C.A. Stoner and Joseph Redding-10/10/17, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
  Article of Agreement between C.A. Stoner and Joseph Redding-1918, autographed document signed, 2pp. (original)
  “Notice to Quit,” signed by Stoner and Redding-12/29/17, typed document signed, 1p. (original)

4-6 Joseph and Mary J. Yingling Redding (2 of 3 folders)

  Indenture between George Johns, Eliza Dennis, and Joseph Redding-3/3/03, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
  Warranty Deed, declared to Joseph Redding-4/1/1869, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
  Notice of pension increase-no date, typed document, 1p. (original)
Typed letter signed from Attorney J. Williams to Joseph Redding-8/18/17, 1p. (original)
Pension notice-7/30/03, typed document, 1p. (original)
Pension form-11/27/22, typed document signed, 2pp. (original)
2 pension slips from Guy Taylor, Disbursing Clerk-no date, typed documents, 2pp. (originals)
Pension notice-July 1926, typed document, 2pp. (original)
3 envelopes addressed to Joseph Redding-no dates, handwritten and typed (originals)
Newspaper article re: pension increases-no date, 1p. (copy)
Obituary for Joseph Redding-no date, 1p. newspaper article (copy)

4-7 Joseph and Mary J. Yingling Redding (3 of 3 folders)

2 typed letters from Disbursing Clerk, Bureau of Pensions, to Mary Redding-5/11/23, 2pp. (originals)
Subscription to The National Tribune-7/16/24, typed document, 1p. with envelope (original)
3 typed letters from The National Tribune re: pension bill-8/23/23 and 7/16/24, 3pp. with envelope (originals)
Typed signed letter from Attorney J. Williams to Mary Redding-3/16/23, 1p. (original)
Inventory and Appraisement of Mary Redding’s property-6/7/17, typed document, 3pp. (original)
Photograph of Mary J. (Yingling) Redding-no date (original)
Statement by Mary Redding-12/15/32, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
Certificate, “The Union that Nothing be Lost”-no date, autographed document, 1p. (original)

4-8 Fifth Grade Arithmetic: Assignments and Notes, Jennie Redding-no date, handwritten, 22pp. (original)

4-9 Fifth Grade Grammar: Assignments and Notes, J. Redding-no date, handwritten, 34pp. (original)

4-10 Fifth Grade “Compositions and Letters” of J. Redding-no date, handwritten, 8pp. (original)
5th Grade History and Geography-no date, handwritten, 20pp. (original)

4-11 Sixth Grade Assignments and Notes, Jennie Redding-1903, handwritten, 6pp. (original)

4-12 Composition Book, Jennie Redding-1900, handwritten (original)

4-13 George and Jennie (Redding) Rosensteel (1 of 2 folders)
2 newspaper articles re: marriage and 50th anniversary of George and Jennie-no date, 1p. (copy)
Rosensteel-anniversary article dated 4/25/61, 1p. (copy)
Marriage Certificate-11/30/16, autographed document, 1p. (original)
Photograph of Jennie and Frank Rosensteel-no date (original)
Photograph of Jennie and daughter Ave Maria-no date (original)
Certificate of Award presented to F. Rosensteel-4/1/04, autographed document, 1p. (original)
Register of Births in Adams County, PA-12/10/1894, typed document, 1p. (original)
Birth Record verification of F. Rosensteel-9/21/42, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
Verification form, Roy Renner-9/21/42, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
Excerpt from Estate Adjudication-2/5/85, typed document signed, 3pp. (original)
Will and Testament of F. Rosensteel-11/7/77, typed document signed, 3pp. (copy)

4-14 George and Jennie (Redding) Rosensteel (2 of 2 folders)

Certification of Death form-6/29/84, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
2 certificates awarded to Ave Maria Rosensteel by the Diocesan School Board-1929 and 1931, typed document signed, 2pp. (originals)
4 photographs of Ave Maria/Ave and Bill Small-no date (originals)
Wedding photograph of Jacob Yingling and Genevieve Koontz with Ave and Bill Small-4/5/51 (original)

Box 5

Series I--Genealogy

5-1 Adams County, PA Court Record Book, Prose, & Autographs of Visitors to Little Round Top, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania-1870s-1900s, handwritten (original)

5-2 Ave Maria Rosensteel’s Notebook-September, no year, autographed document (original) & Two-Year Diary-1934-1935, handwritten (original)

5-3 Saint Joseph’s College & Academy, Ave Maria’s Personal Items

Graduation announcement & invitation-June 1937, 3 items typed (originals)
2 stickers
Book of postcards
2 Class Autographs Books-1935 and 1937, autographed documents (originals)

5-4 Saint Joseph’s College & Academy, 4 Student Handbooks-no dates, 7pp. & 32pp. (originals) & 6 Campus Views (photographs)-no dates (originals)

5-5 Saint Joseph’s College & Academy, The Valley-a publication on the history of the

5-6 Saint Joseph’s College & Academy, *Marillac*-publication on St. Joseph’s High School-6/8/34, 12pp. (original) and 2 The Valley Echo-college publications-6/4/43, 16pp. & no date, 16pp. (originals)

5-7 Business Transactions & Receipts, John Rosensteel-10/22/1885-3/5/1914, autographed document signed (originals)

**Box 6**

**Series I--Genealogy**

6-1 Property Deeds and Indentures, Margaret Rosensteel (1 of 3 folders)

- Payment receipt form-9/6/22, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
- “Copy of the last Will and Testament of Louisa Miller”-January 1917, typed document, 1p. (original)
- 2 property maps of George Wolf’s land with attached description (typed document)-no dates, 3pp. (originals)
- Bond, Margaret Rosensteel to Daniel Fuhrman-3/15/1886, autographed document signed, 3pp. (original)
- 2 property maps, John Rosensteel-3/22/1898, hand-sketches, 2pp. (originals)
- Property map-no date, hand-sketch, 1p. (original)
- Excerpt from Deed, George Wolf to Roy Wolf-no date, autographed document, 2pp. (original)
- Description of land belonging to George Wolf-no date, autographed document, 1p. (original)
- Financial notes-4/16/1891, autographed document signed, 1p. (originals)
- Ladies of the G.A.R. finance form-9/30/28, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)

6-2 Property Deeds and Indentures, Margaret Rosensteel (2 of 3 folders)

- Deed between Margaret Rosensteel and Francis/Jennie Rosensteel-6/20/31, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
- Property Sale Contract-3/12/75, typed document signed, 1p. (original)
- Articles of Agreement-7/11/75, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
- Deed between Margaret Rosensteel and H. Jefferson Krise-9/7/21, typed document signed, 3pp. (original)
- Typed letter signed from Attorney Daniel Teeter to Francis H. Rosensteel-10/8/57, 2pp. (copy)
- Typed letter from Teeter to Claims Settlement Division, Pennsylvania Department of Public Assistance-10/23/57, 2pp. (copy)
- Typed letter signed from Teeter to John MacPhail-8/6/57, 2pp. (copy)
- Deed between Margaret Rosensteel and Paul/Catherine Cyms-9/6/22, typed
document signed, 4pp. (original)
Real Estate resolution-2/13/56, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
Common Letter of Administration-4/1/39, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)

6-3 Property Deeds and Indentures, Margaret Rosensteel (3 of 3 folders)

  Indenture between John Rosensteel and Margaret Rosensteel-11/27/1886, autographed document signed, 4pp. (copy)—see oversize box for original
  Deed between Charles/Iva Rider and Margaret Rosensteel-3/27/24, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
  Indenture between Margaret Rosensteel and the Citizens’ Trust Company of Gettysburg-3/27/24, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
  Statement of Payment, M. Rosensteel-3/27/24, typed document signed, 2pp. (original)
  Indenture between J.L. Butt and H. Jefferson Krise-2/10/13, typed document signed, 3pp. (original)
  Indenture between Mary/Walter Plank and John/Lucy Rosensteel, descendants of Margaret Rosensteel-5/5/26, typed document signed, 4pp. (original)
  Indenture between Margaret Rosensteel and Daniel Fuhrman-3/15/1886, autographed document signed, 4pp. (original)

6-4 Father Charles Rosensteel-Saint John’s Catholic Church, Forest Glen, Maryland

  Newspaper article re: “Golden Jubilee”-1934, 1p. (copy)
  2 photographs of C. Rosensteel-no dates (originals)
  Souvenir Program of “Golden Jubilee”-11/4/34, 20pp. (original)

6-5 Stock Certificates (2) of Thaddeus Warren and Frank H. Rosensteel-5/6/29 & 6/10/32, autographed document signed, 2pp. (originals)

Sub-Series E--Records of Saint Joseph Church, Taneytown, Maryland

6-6 Marriage, Confirmation, & Death Records-1804-1848, autographed document, 52pp. (copy)

6-7 Baptism & Communion Records-1850-1870, autographed document, 33pp. (copy)

6-8 Records of St. Joseph Catholic Church: Baptisms, 1804-1862; Marriages, 1804-1870; Deaths, 1804-1851, typed document, 67pp. (copy)

Series II--Gettysburg College

6-9 [Scrapbook] (1 of 2 folders)

  G Book, 1949 & Gettysburg College Bulletin, 1952—see College Archives
Acceptance Letter from Gettysburg College-4/20/49, typed letter signed, 1p. (original)
Registration fee card-5/3/[49], autographed document signed, 1p. (original)
Payment of Fees receipts: First and Second Semesters 1949-50 and Second Semester 1950-51, autographed document signed, 3pp. (original)
“Gettysburg College Grade Report,” Student Copy-no date, typed document, 1p. (original)
“Gettysburg College Grade Report,” Parent’s Copy-February 1950 & June 1950, typed document, 2pp. (original)
ATO monthly statements-months of April, May, September, October, November 1950, autographed document, 6pp. (originals)
Credits form from East Stroudsburg University-9/5/49, typed document, 1p. (original)
“Suggested Program of Study for History Majors”—no date, typed document, 2pp. (original)
Freshmen Orientation program-9/19-22/49, typed document, 4pp. (original)

6-10 [Scrapbook] (2 of 2 folders)

“Instructions and Suggestions for the Preparation of History Papers,” typed document, 7pp. (original)
Adams County Historical Society receipt of gifts (Dr. Charles Glatfelter)-2/19/97, autographed document signed, 2pp. (copy)
Letter from Assistant Coach Howard Shoemaker (football) to Jacob Yingling-2/18/69, autographed letter signed, 1p. with envelope (original)
ATO reunion photograph—“about 1950” (original)

6-11 Physics I Notebook-handwritten (original)

6-12 Physics I Examinations-2/24/50, autographed document signed, 3pp.; 3/22/50, autographed document signed, 4pp.; no date, 3pp.; 5/9/50, autographed document signed, 5pp. (originals)

Box 7

Sub-Series A--Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

7-2 Correspondence to Jacob Yingling-1/3/68-5/13/70, arranged alphabetically by sender, typed letters & autographed letter signed (originals)

7-3 *The Manual of Alpha Tau Omega*-published 1946, 297pp. (original)

7-4 *The Palm of ATO*-March 1912, 154pp. (original); December 1927, 423pp. (original) (1 of 3 folders)

7-5 *The Palm of ATO*-May 1928, 273pp. (original) & Centennial Edition-September 1965, 80pp. (original) (2 of 3 folders)

7-6 *The Palm of ATO*-May 1970, 63pp. (original) & September 1973, 65pp. (original) (3 of 3 folders)

**Box 8**

**Series III--Maryland House of Delegates**

8-1 Resolutions, introduced entirely or jointly by Jacob Yingling-3/7/63-3/6/72, arranged by date approved by the House of Delegates, typed document & typed document signed (copies & originals)

8-2 Bills, introduced entirely or jointly by Jacob Yingling-1/3/63-4/14/67, arranged by date approved by the House of Delegates, typed document (copies) (1 of 3 folders)

8-3 Bills, introduced entirely or jointly by Jacob Yingling-4/21/67-4/10/68, arranged by date approved by the House of Delegates, typed document (copies) (2 of 3 folders)

8-4 Bills, introduced entirely or jointly by Jacob Yingling-4/10/68-5/5/70, arranged by date approved by the House of Delegates, typed document (copies) (3 of 3 folders)

8-5 Senate Bills-3/24/67-5/5/70, arranged by date approved by the Maryland Senate, typed document (copies)

8-6 Press Scrapbook-1963-1968, various letters, photographs, and newspaper articles written to and about Jacob Yingling and his policy, scanned items, 33pp. (1 of 2 folders)

8-7 Press Scrapbook-1969-1978, various letters, photographs, and newspaper articles written to and about Jacob Yingling and his policy, scanned items, 52pp. (2 of 2 folders)


**Box 9**

9-2 Synopsis of Laws Enacted by the State of Maryland-1962-1966, approximately 100pp. manuals (1 of 3 folders)

9-3 Synopsis of Laws Enacted by the State of Maryland-1967-1969, approximately 100pp. manuals (2 of 3 folders)

9-4 Synopsis of Laws Enacted by the State of Maryland-1969-1972, approximately 100pp. manuals (3 of 3 folders)

Box 10

10-1 Miscellaneous Publications

Roster of Maryland Elected Officials-no date, 35pp.
The Maryland General Assembly: Your Voice in Annapolis-no date, 2 brochures

10-2 Miscellaneous Records

Campaign poster-no date, 1p. (copy)
Article from The Western Maryland Magazine-April 1965, 1p. (copy)
Article from The Washington World-November-December 1965, 2pp. (copy)
Article from Baltimore Magazine-April 1971, 1p. (copy)
Historical preservation articles-no date & April 1974, 5pp. (copy)
Stationary & 2 envelopes-3 items (original)
Placard-no date, autographed document (original)—see oversize box

Series IV--Maryland Department of Economic & Community Development

10-3 Trade Commission Trip Information

Itinerary-no date, typed document, 3pp. (copy)
Etiquette notes-no date, handwritten, 2pp. (originals)
“General Security Tips for U.S. Businessmen Abroad”—no date, typed document, 5pp. (copy)
“Contacts for U.S. Businessmen in Iran”—no date, typed document, 8pp. (copy)
Business cards of various contacts, autographed document, 1p. (copy)
Biography, William A. Touchard, Jr., The Poole and Kent Company, 1p. (copy)
Board of Directors list, Abu Dhabi for Arab Economic Development-no date, 1p. (copy)


10-5 Correspondence-1/14/76-4/22/77, arranged by date sent, autographed & typed letter signed (originals & copies)

10-6 Postcards (4) From Jacob Yingling to Family & Christmas Cards (3 miscellaneous), arranged chronologically (originals)


10-8 Reports

“Opportunities for U.S. Business in Iran”-April 1975, typed document, 5pp. (copy)
“Organization and Functions of the Maryland Consortium for Health Care Facilities”-no date, typed & autographed document, 3pp. (copy)
“Projects List, Kuwait”-1975, typed document, 15pp. (copy)
Mideast Markets-5/12/75 & 10/29/75, 4pp. (copies)
“Address by His Excellency Abdul Rahman S. Al-Ateeqi, Minister of Finance, Kuwait at the National Press Club”-9/5/75, typed document, 10pp. (original)
“That Curious Barrier of Arab Frontiers,” in Fortune-July 1975, 8pp. (copy)


**Box 11**

11-1 Receipts-typed & autographed document signed (originals & copies)

11-2 Photographs (16)-no dates (originals) & Letter from First Secretary of the Embassy to Jacob Yingling-3/21/76, typed letter signed, 1p. (original)

11-3 Manual of Administration, Department of Economic and Community Development-no date, typed document, 85pp. (copy) (1 of 2 folders)
11-4 Manual of Administration, Department of Economic and Community Development-no date, typed document, 71pp. (copy) (2 of 2 folders)

11-5 Miscellaneous (1 of 3 folders)

2 badges & pins (originals)
Luggage tag (original)
“Members of the Maryland Trade Mission” booklet-no date, 10pp. (original)

11-6 Miscellaneous (2 of 3 folders)

2 trade commission pens
Translation cards (18) (originals)
Business card, Fuad Taima, President of the Mid-Atlantic U.S.-Arab Chamber of Commerce (original)
Stationary, Department of Economic & Community Development, 1p. (original)

11-7 Miscellaneous (3 of 3 folders)

5 maps (4 originals & 1 copy)
2 reels of film, Middle East Trade Mission—see oversize box

Box 12

Series V--Private Sector

Sub-Series A--Banking and Trust Companies, arranged alphabetically


12-3 Bank of Maryland, 2pp. article from the Baltimore Business Journal (copy); 2 Annual Report-no date, 12pp., with attached typed letter signed from Richard Hook, President of Bank of Maryland to Jacob Yingling, 1p. (original) & Annual Report 1988, 33pp.


12-6 Commercial and Farmers Bank, Annual Report-1994, 16pp. & typed letter signed from Garvin Tankersley, Jr. to Jacob Yingling-no date, 1p. (original)


12-8 County Bank (Delaware), Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders-2/18/97, 17pp.

12-9 Equitable Trust (1 of 2 folders)

  2 typed letters signed from Vice President and Assistant Vice President-3/26/65 & 5/10/65, 2pp. (originals)
  Statement of Condition-12/31/64, 12/31/65, 6/30/66, 12/31/66, 9-10pp.

12-10 Equitable Trust (2 of 2 folders), Annual Report-1965, 1966, 1977 (Equitable Bancorporation), approximately 30pp. each, with Notices of Annual Meetings of Stockholders enclosed


12-12 First Frederick Financial Corporation, Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders-4/24/97, 9pp.


**Box 13**

13-1 Hanover Bancorp, Inc., 2 Newspaper Articles Re: Merger with Carroll County Bank-no date, 1p. (copy) & 8/26/87, 2pp. (copy); Correspondence-5/12/87-7/9/87, typed letter signed (originals); Annual Report-1986, 28pp.

13-2 Kent Savings & Loan Association, Notice of Merger-12/5/96, typed letter signed, 2pp. (copy)


13-7 Planters Corporation

    News Release-7/14/88, typed document, 2pp. (copy)
    Research reports-July 1988, 2pp. (copy)


13-9 Taneytown Bank & Trust (1 of 4 folders)

    *By-Laws of the Taneytown Bank & Trust Company*-1966, 7pp. (original)
    Maryland Bankers Association Annual Convention
    2 photographs of the Board of Directors-1994 & no date (originals)
    Articles & Newsletter, 4pp., arranged chronologically (primarily photocopies)
    Correspondence-6/24/86-3/21/97, arranged chronologically, autographed & typed letter signed (originals & copies)

**Box 14**


14-3 Taneytown Bank & Trust (4 of 4 folders), Notices of Annual Stockholders Meetings-3/14/83-3/8/93, 5-10pp. each

14-4 Union National Bank of Westminster, Notes-no dates, handwritten, 42pp. (originals) and Correspondence, arranged chronologically-6/12/85-7/1/87, typed & autographed letter signed (copies) (1 of 4 folders)


**Box 15**

15-1 Westminster Bank & Trust (1 of 5 folders)

- Newspaper/magazine articles re: officers of the bank-1964-1972, 4pp. (copies)
- Newspaper articles re: expansion of the bank-1964, 4pp. (copies)
- Photograph of the Board of Directors [-?]-no date, 1p. (copy)
- Correspondence-3/16/65, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy); 5/27/86, typed letter signed from Jacob Yingling to President John Schaeffer, 1p. (copy); 5/29/86, typed letter signed from Schaeffer to Yingling, 1p. (original)

15-2 Westminster Bank & Trust (2 of 5 folders)

  booklets approximately 10pp. each
- Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders for 12/21/70 & 1/19/71, 13pp.


15-4 Westminster Bank & Trust (4 of 5 folders)

- Invitation & envelope for bank’s opening-8/18/64 (original)
- “Articles of Incorporation”-1968, typed document, 6pp. (copy)
- Agreement between Mercantile Bankshares & Westminster Trust-8/2/72, typed document, 10pp. (copy)
- “Stock Purchase Agreement”-5/28/80, typed document, 8pp. (copy)


**Sub-Series B--Publications**


**Box 16**

**Series VI--Civic & Community Organizations**
Sub-Series A--Maryland School for the Deaf

16-1 Board of Visitors

*By-Laws of the Maryland School of the Deaf* no date, typed document, 13pp. (original)
2 photographs of the Board of Visitors-no dates (originals) & chart-1988, 1p. (copy)
Newspaper articles re: election of the Board & D. Denton from *The News*-8/10/87 & *The Frederick Post*-10/23/91, 1p. (copy)
Minutes-9/26/91, typed document, 2pp. (copy); 10/17/91, 2pp. (copy); 11/21/91, typed document, 2pp. (copy); 5/21/92, 4pp. (copy)
Rosters-no dates, typed document, 15pp. (copies)

16-2 Institutional Information

Maryland School for the Deaf Foundation, Inc: Mission Statement and Contract-no date, 10pp. (copy)
Residential Treatment Program proposal-11/20/91, typed document, 6pp. (copy)
Report of the Athletic and Physical Education Committee-7/25/89, typed document, 8pp. (copy)

16-3 Publications on Deafness

*TIPS You Can Use When Communicating with Deaf People*-18pp.
“Deafness . . . Its Educational and Cultural Implications” (draft)-no date, typed manuscript, 19pp. (copy)

16-4 “Deafness . . . Its Educational and Cultural Implications, Maryland School for the Deaf (Its History, Traditions, Accomplishments, and its Future), by David Denton-no date, typed manuscript, 50pp. (copy)

16-5 Fiscal Information

Discussion Notes-1987-1989, typed document, 6pp. (copies)
Audit Report with attached typed letter signed (copy)-11/1/89, 7pp.
Funding and Expenditures information-1988-1989 & no dates, 7pp. (copies)

16-6 Correspondence, arranged by date sent-1/22/88-11/18/91, autographed & typed letter signed (originals & copies)


Sub-Series B--Saint Joseph’s Hospital

16-9 Newspaper article from The News American re: appointment to Advisory Board-March 1965, 1p. (copy) & article from Banking News-March 1965, 1p. (copy)

Certification of election to the Board-3/17/80, typed document signed, 1p. (original)

Appointment/Resignation correspondence, arranged by date-3/21/80, 12/13/88, 10/9/90, no date, typed letter signed & handwritten note, 1p. each (originals)

Resolution-no date, typed document, 2pp. (original)

2 photographs-no dates (originals)

16-10 Maryland Catholic Health Care Consortium members-September 1987, February 1988, June 1988, 2pp. each (copies)

16-11 Saint Joseph Hospital Foundation Board

Personnel and Committees-9/26/88, typed document, 2pp. (copy)

Goals and Structure-no date, typed document, 3pp. (copy)

Meeting Minutes-9/27/88, typed document, 4pp. (copy)

Box 17

17-1 Directories, Advisory Board & Committee Members-1968-1984, typed document, 30pp. (copies)

17-2 Directories, Board of Trustees & Committee Members-1980-1987, typed document, 35pp. (copies)

17-3 Directories, Board of Trustees-1988-1989, typed document, 20pp. (copies)

17-4 Correspondence re: Board Member Gerry Brewster-11/5/90-2/9/91, typed letter signed (originals & copies)

17-5 Miscellaneous Materials

Advertisement for St. Joseph’s Hospital-no date, 1p. (copy)

Obituary of Sister Mary O’Reagan from The Sun-11/20/96, 1p. (copy)

“Memories,” by Eugene Riley-6/10/88, typed manuscript, 13pp. (copy)

Sub-Series C--Kiwanis Club

17-6 Scrapbook (1 of 2 folders)

17-7 Scrapbook (2 of 2 folders)

Kiwanis Certificate-1/25/70, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)—see oversize box
Series VII--Fraternal Organizations

17-8 Sons of the American Revolution

Name tag, Jacob M. Yingling, 1 item (original)
Membership Cards for Jacob M. Yingling and Stephen J. Yingling, typed document, 2pp. (originals)
Charter Meeting program-7/15/00, typed document, 4pp. (original)
Worksheet for Application Membership-typed document, 7pp. (original & copies)
Application for Membership, Jacob Yingling-10/21/93, typed document signed, 2pp. (copy)
Application for Membership, Randall M. Yingling, with attached materials-12/25/93, typed document signed, 6pp. (copies)
Correspondence, arranged by date-6/8/93, 1p; 7/21/93, 1p.; 9/10/93, 3pp.; 9/21/93, 2pp.; 7/15/00, 1p., typed letter signed (originals & copies)
Newspaper article from the American Sentinel re: John Yingling-2/3/1900, 1p. (copy)
Newspaper article-2/7/97, 1p. (copy)
Good Citizenship Award and medal-8/10/97, 2pp. (copies)

17-9 Sons of the American Revolution, Publications (1 of 2 folders)


Box 18


18-2 Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War

Card & Ribbon, 2 items (originals)
Correspondence from “Commander” to Jacob Yingling re: membership with attached check-12/18/97 and 2/26/98, autographed & typed letter signed, 3pp. (originals)
The Bugle Call!--January 1998, April 1998, and “Memorial Day 1998,” 5-10pp. each

18-3 Application-8/17/95, autographed document signed, 4pp. (original)
Series VIII--Carroll County Historical Society

18-4 Board Minutes [with noted attachments]-12/16/93-9/12/95, typed document (copies)

12/16/93 with attached duties description, 7pp.
1/21/94, 1p.
1/26/94, 1p.
1/31/94 Memo with attached duties description, 6pp.
2/14/94, 3pp.
12/12/94, 2pp. with letter from Jacob Yingling (President) to Members-1994, autographed letter signed, 1p. (copy)
1/9/95, 2pp.
2/13/95, 2pp.
3/13/95, 2pp.
4/10/95, 2pp.
6/12/95, 3pp.
9/12/95, 2pp.
“Memorandum of Agreement between the Historical Society of Carroll County and the Carroll County Genealogical Society”-September 1995, typed document, 2pp. (copy)

18-5 Directories, 1994-1995 Officers & Directors List, 3pp. (copies) and Alphabetical Roster, 46pp. (copy)

18-6 Carroll County History Journal-Winter 1992-June 1997, approximately 8-10pp. each

18-7 Miscellaneous Invitations & Programs (originals)

18-8 1994 Historical Society Ball

12 photographs (originals)
Invitation (original)
Program (original)

18-9 1995 Historical Society Ball

4 photographs (originals)
3 invitations (originals)

Box 19
19-1 Miscellaneous Newspaper Articles, arranged chronologically-1/28/94-1/20/95 (copies)

19-2 Miscellaneous Correspondence Addressed to Jacob Yingling & Anniversary Programs, arranged chronologically-
1/15/93, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy) with attached brochures, 6 attached items;
1/18/93, typed letter signed, 1p. (original); 4/30/94, typed letter signed, 1p. (original) with attached publication, 4pp.; 12/23/94, typed letter, 1p. (original) with 2pp. “Carroll County 158th Anniversary Celebration” program-1/19/95 attached (copy); “Carroll County 159th Anniversary Celebration”-1/26/95, 3pp. (copy)

19-3 Nomination Forms of Historic Sites in Taneytown, Maryland-no date, typed document, 80pp. (copy)

19-4 Historical Society Publications


19-5 Calendars, “Agricultural Heritage of Carroll County”-1987 (original) & “Military Heritage of Carroll County”-1994 (original)

Series IX--Personal

19-6 Miscellaneous Personal Records (1 of 3 folders)

   Resume’-no date, typed document, 3pp. (original)
   3 photographs of Jacob Yingling-no dates (originals)
   2 scanned photographs of Yingling’s family-no dates
   Certificate & War Bond/Stamp sales records-1943, handwritten, 6pp. (originals)
   Scanned image of Yingling’s medals-no dates, early 1950s, 7/10/97
   Record of Birth-9/30/30, autographed document signed, 1p. (copy)
   Marriage Record-4/4/51, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
   Passport information, Genevieve Yingling, 1p. (copy)
   Health record, G. Yingling-8/27/30, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
   Registration form for A Man From the Palatinate, by Jacob Yingling-autographed document signed, 2pp. (copy)
   Gettysburg College Alumni Reunion items-nametags, programs, & brochures, 17 items (originals)

19-7 Miscellaneous Personal Records (2 of 3 folders)

   Compressed leaf (in envelope)
6 personal notes/sketches from grandchildren—no dates, handwritten, 7pp. (originals)
Grandchildren’s Activities, arranged chronologically—7 items (originals & copies)
Moorstestown Friends School, New Jersey reports—1995-1997, 3 items (originals)—attended by grandchildren
Edgecombe County Hospital, North Carolina—1988, 1 photograph (original); 1 typed letter signed, 1p. (original) with 3 attached items (copies & original)
Sisters of Mercy, St. Francis Xavier Parish program—4/23/95, typed document, 16pp. with attached card (originals)
Lincoln Cemetery—2002, 2 programs (originals)

19-8 Miscellaneous Personal Records (3 of 3 folders)

Correspondence, typed letter signed, Society of the War of 1812—8/3/95, 1p. (original); 12/7/95, 1p. (original) with attachment, 1p. (copy); 12/15/95, 1p. (original); 1/15/96, 1p. (original); 2 information sheets, 4pp. (originals) with attached check
Typed letter signed from Hanover Security Company—7/22/89, 1p. (original)
Sportsman’s Firearm Permit, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—2/24/89, typed document, 3pp. (copy)
State of Maryland, Handgun Permit information—typed document, 4pp. (copies)
State of Maryland, Handgun Permit correspondence—2/16/90, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy) with attached materials, 3 items (copies); 8/20/92, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy)
Advertisement, People’s Drug Store—August 1903, autographed (original)
Cartoon strip from The Gettysburg Times—4/23/37 (copy)
Stamps—1956, 1 item (original)
Miss Hagerstown Pageant program—3/24/73, 17pp. (original) with attached brochure (original)
Letter of Charles H. Veil, General Reynold’s Orderly at Gettysburg to D. McConaughy—July 1863, typed transcription, 5pp. (original)—see MS-022: The Papers of David McConaughy; Box 1, Folder 12
Record of “Baldy,” General Meade’s horse—typed transcription, 4pp. (original)

Box 20

20-1 Personal Scrapbook (contents & original order preserved) (1 of 2 folders)

Sons of Union Veterans certificate—4/5/98, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Distinguished Alumni Award, Gettysburg College—5/17/03, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Sons of the American Revolution certificate—8/10/97, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Images of medals—no date, 8/10/97, 1p. (copy)
Gettysburg High School diploma-5/30/48, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Proclamation from Carroll County Commissioners-6/27/03, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Board of Zoning recognition-2/19/03, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
Certificate, The National Committee for Support of the Public Schools-December 1966, typed document signed, 1p. (copy)
2 articles re: Yingling’s support of Carroll County Community College-June 2002, 2pp. (copies)
Correspondence re: Carroll County Community College, typed letter signed-10/22/98, 1p.; 12/1/98, 2pp. (originals); 7/5/01, 1p. (original); 2/6/02, 1p. (original); 4/16/02, 1p. (copy)
125th Anniversary of St. Francis Xavier School-9/15/03, printed internet source, 7pp.
Typed letter signed from St. Francis to Yingling re: gift of autobiography-4/24/02, 1p. (original)
Program, St. Francis Xavier School-10/11/02, 4pp.
125th Anniversary Celebration-10/12/02, 6 items (originals)
Westminster Town Center Corporation-6/6/96, typed letter signed, 1p. (copy) and attached article from the Carroll County Times-10/3/96, 1p. (copy)
Memo re: Town Center Corporation-10/8/02, typed document, 1p. (copy)
3 newspaper articles-no date, 7/17/91, & 11/4/91, 3pp. (copies)
National Rife Association certificate-9/14/96, autographed document signed, 1p. (original)

20-2 Personal Scrapbook (2 of 2 folders)

Memo re: test scores-no date, autographed document, 1p. (original)
2 typed letter signed from the Equitable Trust Company-12/30/65, 3/17/66, and 3/20/69, 3pp. (originals)
3 letters re: Encyclopedia Britannica-12/20/65, 7/20/66, and 9/25/[66?], autographed & typed letter signed, 3pp. (originals)
Excerpts re: Beowulf-6pp. (copies)
Division of Aging invoice, State of New Jersey-12/27/79, typed document signed, 2pp. (original)
Typed letter signed from John Willis to Yingling-2/25/02, 1p. (original)
Photograph & 3 documents, Regional Bank & Trust-no dates (original photo & copies)
Campaign materials-1962, 1966, & no date, 5 items (originals)
Republicans-1970, 4pp. (original)
Scanned image of Washington monument-no date, 1p.

20-3 Certificates, arranged chronologically-4/16/63-7/1/95 (originals)
20-4 Scanned Personal & Professional Papers, Jacob Yingling-compact disc, 1 item

20-5 Draft, *The Life History of Jacob Yingling*-no date, typed manuscript, 145pp. (original)

**Sub-Series A--Miscellaneous Campaign Materials, 1970s-1990s**

20-6 Advertisements, Brochures, Posters-arranged alphabetically by candidate, 39 items (originals)

20-7 Stickers, arranged alphabetically by candidate, 8 items (originals)

**Box 21**

21-1 Greeting Cards, arranged alphabetically by sender, 31 items (originals) (1 of 2 folders)

21-2 Greeting Cards, arranged alphabetically by sender, 17 items (originals) (2 of 2 folders)

21-3 Franklin County, Pennsylvania: Republican Party, 8 items (originals)

**Sub-Series B--Hans Degelow, friend**

21-4 Photographs of Adolf Hitler, 3 items (originals)
   Photographs, 13 items (originals)
   “The Life of Hans Joachim Degelow,” typed manuscript, 5pp. (copy) & attached obituary, 1p. (copy)
   Excerpts from *Assault on Normandy: First-Person Accounts From the Sea Services*—“A Sense of Duty,” by H. Degelow, 6pp. (copy)
   Correspondence, arranged by date sent-4/23/95, typed letter signed, 2pp. (original) with 3 attached items (originals & copies); 5/25/95, typed letter signed, 1p. (original) with 2 attached newspaper articles (copies); 11/25/97, typed letter signed, 1p. (original); 2 cards-no dates, handwritten (originals)
   Wooden toy

**Series X--Miscellaneous Publications**

**Sub-Series A--Religious Texts**

21-5 *Catechism of Christian Doctrine*, 72pp. (original)
   *The Little Flower’s Love for the Holy Eucharist*, 32pp. (original)
   *The Mass for Children*, 64pp. (original)
   *Religion Hour, Book One*, 64pp. (original)
21-6 Catholic Pocket Manual, 158pp. (original)
   Official Holy Name Pocket Manual, 159pp. (original)
   The Holy Name Journal-1927, 31pp. (original)

**Box 22**

The Catholic Girl’s Guide, 679pp. (original)

Holy Bible, in English (original)

22-1 U.S. Department of Agriculture Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1195: Rice as Food-1926, 14pp. (original)
   Souvenir Program, Bi-Centennial, Taneytown, Maryland-1754-1954, 94pp.


Civilian Conservation Corps Annual, 1936, 227pp. (copy)

**Box 23**

Series XI--Oversize Materials

Placard, “Jake Yingling, House of Delegates” (original)

Film of the Middle East Trade Mission (in English & Arabic)-no dates, 2 boxes (originals)

Kiwanis Citizenship Award to Jacob Yingling, autographed document signed (original)

Indenture between John & Margaret Rosensteel-11/27/1886, autographed document signed, 4pp. (original)

Bowling Family, 5 photographs (originals) with 3pp. typed attachment & Scrapbook, 45pp. (original)

Our Sunday Visitor-9/10/33, 8pp. (copy)

The United States: From Wilderness to World Power, by Ralph Harlow (copyright 1949)- used in a U.S. History course at Gettysburg College

The Day the American Revolution Ended-address given by Governor J. Millard Tawes on 1/14/66, 9pp. (original)
A Time for Greatness: The John F. Kennedy Story, 8pp. (copy)

President Ford ’76: The President for all the People, 8pp. (copy)

Additional Materials

Maryland Magazine (published by the Maryland Department of Economic & Community Development)-1968-1978, 4 bound volumes-located with the manuscript collection

Portraits (originals)-Joseph Redding, Mary J. Yingling Redding, & Gettysburg College Campus (aerial view)-located in an oversize box in the photographs, albums, & scrapbooks section of Archives

Accretion I

Box 24

Series I
24-1 Correspondence – Appointment to Maryland Commission for New York World’s Fair 1964-1965

24-2 Head of Speakers Bureau

Bio provided to Gettysburg Kiwanis Club
Schedules of speaking engagements
Civic and social groups’ publicity of Yingling’s speeches

24-3 Newspaper articles regarding speaker Jacob Yingling

24-4 Thank you notes to speaker Jacob Yingling

24-5 New York World’s Fair – 1964-1965

Confidential Space Allocation Plan, New York World’s Fair 1964-1965
Letter and photos of Schaefer Center at NY World’s Fair for promotional purposes
10 black-and-white photos of model of MD pavilion, and sketches of pavilion
Plan and artist’s conceptual drawings

24-6 Itemized items and their costs (8 pages)

Introduction, History, Future, Tourism, Industry, Port of Baltimore, Chesapeake Bay, Counties

24-7 Photos
11 photos – 2 of Jacob Yingling and 3 other men by Maryland sign (site of pavilion)
 - 9 of plans and construction of World’s Fair Maryland pavilion
Envelope, note, and 8 photos of family and friends’ outing to World’s Fair
(to Mrs. Jacob Yingling from ? Nolte)

24-8 New York World’s Fair

Official Detailed Map of New York World’s Fair
Invitation to Official Opening of the New York World’s Fair, with 2 tickets
Official preview booklet of New York World’s Fair

24-9 Correspondence

Copy to Jacob Yingling of letter to Mrs. Millard Tawes from Robert E. Filliettaz
(3-16-64)
Personal letter from Bob (Robert E. Filliettaz) to Jake (7-6-64)

Series II
24-10 Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity certificate to Jacob Yingling constituting him a “Life Loyal Tau” (3-29-2005)

Series III
24-11 2 packets from the Inaugural Committee – 1973 (both addressed to The Honorable Jacob Yingling)

1. Invitation to reception in honor of V.P. and Mrs. Agnew (1-18-73)
   Invitation to Inaugural Ball (1-20-73)
   Invitation to Salute to America’s Heritage 1973 (1-19-73)
   Schedule of Inaugural Activities – 1973 – and order forms for Official Inaugural mementos

2. Invitation to Inauguration of Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew (1-20-69)
   - Schedule of Inaugural Activities and order forms for Official Inaugural mementos (1969)
   - Invitation to Inaugural Ball (1-20-69)
   Empty envelope addressed to The Inaugural Committee
   Order forms for Official Inaugural mementos (1973)
   Note that this is a souvenir invitation only
   Invitation to Inauguration (1973)

24-12 1969 Inaugural Reception Program for Vice President Agnew
11 tickets to 1969 Presidential Inauguration
Invitation to Vice Presidential Ball (1-24-69)
Invitation to Mrs. Yingling to Reception for Distinguished Ladies attending Inauguration
Letter from Inaugural Committee
Invitation to Reception for V.P. and Mrs. Agnew (1-19-69)

24-13 Parchment with quote by Theodore Roosevelt and congratulations given to the Honorable Jacob Yingling from President Richard Nixon

Series IV
25-14 Campaign brochures, Manual (for Tydings), and Speakers Kit / Promotional Materials

25-15 Threatening letter for voting pro-civil rights
Poster: anti-civil rights
25-16 Audio recordings of speeches

JFK: A Profile of Courage
Guardians of Progress
These Candidates Won

25-17 Note regarding contents of folder
Official Republican Primary Ballot Sample

25-18 Analysis of Voters letter
List of delegates for Maryland
Relative Influence of MD Counties
Electoral Votes and Republican Convention Delegates
Research Division, Republican National Committee reports

Box 25

Series V
25-19 Outline of Yingling’s professional and educational experience and Accomplishments

25-20 Correspondence regarding Regional Planning Council (April – August 1968)

25-21 Copies of newspaper clippings

Yingling’s appointment as representative of Regional Planning Council to the National Service to Regional Councils
Yingling addresses second annual conference of National Service to Regional Councils

25-22 Second Annual Conference of Regional Councils
Brochure with schedule
Program with registration form; invitation to attend (letter – n.d.); list of major speakers and panelists
List of workshops

25-23 Second Annual Conference of Regional Councils (1968)

Proceedings booklet
Speeches by Yingling (2 copies) and other presenters